We describe results from the first statistical study of waveform capture data during 67 interplanetary (IP) shocks with Mach numbers ranging from 1-6. Most of the waveform captures and nearly 100% of the large amplitude waves were in the ramp region. Although solitary waves, Langmuir waves, and ion acoustic waves (IAWs) are all observed in the ramp region of the IP shocks, large amplitude IAWs dominate. The wave amplitude is correlated with the fast mode Mach number and with the shock strength. The observed waves produced anomalous resistivities from 1-856 m ( 10 7 times greater than classical estimates.) The results are consistent with theory suggesting IAWs provide the primary dissipation for low Mach number shocks.
Introduction.-Collisionless shock waves are a topic of considerable interest in space and laboratory plasma physics. In space, the usually high Mach number terrestrial bow shock has been extensively studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but IP shocks are less well examined [6 -9] . Wave data obtained at interplanetary shocks provide an excellent opportunity to study the role of wave dissipation at low Mach number shocks. A shock with a Mach number exceeding a theoretical critical Mach number (M cr ) may require, in addition to waves, mechanisms like ion reflection [10, 11] . The often quoted M cr 2:7 is valid for a perpendicular shock (shock normal angle or Bn 90 ) propagating into a cold plasma. Accounting for Bn and temperature, typical solar wind conditions will actually yield M cr 1-2 [10, 11] , values often observed in this study, suggesting particle reflection may occur even at these low Mach number shocks. However, since wave-particle interactions are thought to be the primary dissipation mechanism for these shocks [2,3,6 -9,12] , this study focuses on waves with f pi < f < f pe . Because of their role in particle acceleration [3, 13, 14] and energy dissipation in collisionless shocks [2, 3, 7, 8, [15] [16] [17] , understanding the role of these waves in collisionless shocks is important in understanding the microphysics of IP shocks.
Three electrostatic (ES) wave modes are seen in this study of IP shocks: Langmuir waves, IAWs, and solitary waves. Langmuir waves have been studied extensively in the terrestrial foreshock and somewhat at IP shocks [1, 5, 6, 9] . Langmuir waves are usually linearly polarized parallel to the ambient magnetic field with narrow frequency peaks near f pe .
A number of authors [7, 8, 12, 17] have concluded that IAWs are important in dissipating energy in lower Mach number shocks. Wave amplitudes in previous studies were found to be correlated with T e =T i [17, 18] . They tend to be broadband bursty waves with Doppler shifted frequencies between 1-10 kHz (typically f pi < f < f pe ) in the solar wind with a maximum intensity around 3 kHz [7, 8, 17] . They are usually linearly polarized close to parallel or oblique to the ambient magnetic field [19, 20] . In a shock, the instability is thought to be driven by a relative drift between electrons and ions [18, 21] , with threshold drifts increasing for small T e =T i . A number of studies have concluded that IAWs are likely to be dominant in the terrestrial bow shock despite questions about high damping effects due to small T e =T i [19, 20] . Theoretical studies suggest temperature gradients and oblique propagation of the waves can reduce damping when T e T i .
Electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) are characterized as nonlinear ES Debye-scale bipolar electric field signatures parallel to the ambient magnetic field [15,16,22 -24] , often associated with electron beams [16, 22, 23] . Solitary waves have been observed at the Earth's bow shock [2, 3] , and at an IP shock near 8:7 AU [25] , as well as within the magnetosphere at many boundaries [15, 16, 26 ] possibly providing energy dissipation. Simulations have shown them to form in and around the ramp regions of high Mach number collisionless shock waves [13, 14] .
Data sets and methodology.-The study presented herein investigated a 2 h window around the ramp region of 67 IP shocks with fast mode Mach number (M f ) ranging from 1-6. This study focused on high frequency (typically 1 kHz) ES waves in the ramp region of IP shocks using the Wind/WAVES instrument [27] . It is worth noting, however, that waves exist below 1 kHz [8] which are not accessible to study with a time domain sampler (TDS). Thirty-three of the 67 IP shocks had at least one waveform capture in the ramp region. The Wind satellite has a limited storage in the TDS buffer and a small percentage of the telemetry rate [27] . Were it to encounter 1 min of very large amplitude Langmuir waves upstream of an IP shock, it might not transmit any TDS samples from lower amplitude waves in the shock ramp itself due to an on board ranking system [27] . The WAVES instrument also has frequency domain receivers which allow one to look for waves possibly not seen in the TDS samples due to storage or sampling issues. Examination of the 34 events without ramp TDS samples using the WAVES thermal noise receiver (TNR) [27] showed a lower average wave power for frequencies 4-10 kHz in these ramp regions compared to the 33 IP shocks with ramp TDS samples (recall IAWs typically have peak intensities near 3 kHz). There were no other noticeable differences between the 33 IP shocks with ramp TDS samples and the 34 without.
The waveforms were observed using a time TDS, which provides a 17 ms waveform capture of 2048 points observed on two antennas sampled at 120 kHz (from here on, a waveform capture is called a TDS sample). Most of these shocks were quasiperpendicular. The ramp duration, or thickness, is defined as the duration from the point of lowest magnetic field immediately preceding the ramp to the point of highest magnetic field immediately following the ramp [28] using 3 s MFI data [29] . Typical ramp durations were from 3-10 s ( & 0:1% of the total time studied per shock) with the average ramp duration 8 s.
We defined waves with j E xy j E 2 x E 2 y q 5 mV=m as large ( j E xy j is the pk-pk E-field amplitude in the plane of the ecliptic). Wave dependence on Mach numbers, shock strength, Bn , as well as region of occurrence, wave type, and size were examined. Figure 1 shows an example of a shock crossing on 10/10/ 1997. The shock arrival time was 15:57:07 UT. This shock had M f 1:5, Bn 88
, n 2 =n 1 1:6 [30] , and T e1 =T i1 [31, 32] was 0:8-1:0 in the upstream. There were 4 TDS samples in the ramp with an average j E xy j 18 mV=m. The average number of TDS samples in the 33 IP shock ramps analyzed was 3. Panel I is the electric field intensity (dB above background) in 1 min averages for 4-100 kHz (from the WAVES TNR instrument [27] ). Emissions at the plasma frequency are clearly visible ranging from 20-40 kHz with intensifications in the ramp. Intensification at IA frequencies (ranging from 4-10 kHz [7, 17] ) can be seen in the ramp (consistent with observed TDS samples). Langmuir waves are first seen at 15:56:58 UT ( 6 seconds before ramp) in the TDS samples consistent with a localized increase around that same time near 30-40 kHz in panel I. Panel II plots the electron fluxes for energies of 9-1151 eV from the 3DP instrument [31] ; panel III is a plot of T e =T i (3DP instrument); panel IV is the 3 s averaged magnetic field magnitude (nT) from the MFI instrument [29] ; and panel V is the electron density (cm ÿ3 ) (also from the 3DP instrument). Three TDS samples illustrating the 3 wave types observed in this study are shown on the right in Fig. 1 . each wave is labeled with large red letters (Langmuir wave, A), (IAW, B), and (solitary wave, C). For the Langmuir and IAWs, the polarization with respect to the ambient magnetic field was also shown.
Results and discussion.- Table I summarizes the statistics on the waves in the upstream, ramp, and downstream regions for the 33 IP shocks. The last three rows were normalized by the average duration for their respective regions (up/downstream u d ' 3596 s, and ramp r ' 8 s), yielding a normalized percentage of occurrence per region. One can easily see the ramp region has the highest probability of wave occurrence. Roughly 87% of all the waves seen in the 33 IP shock ramps were IAWs and 90% of these were large ( 5 mV=m). The dominant wave mode upstream is large amplitude Langmuir waves ( 53% of all the large waves upstream for the 33 shocks with ramp waves), consistent with other observations at IP shocks [6, 9] and the terrestrial bow shock [1] . The downstream region is dominated by IAWs ( 82% of all the downstream waves for the 33 IP shocks); however, 68% of those were small IAWs. The dominant wave mode (for f pi < f < f pe ) in the ramp region is large IAWs. The most striking observation is that essentially 100% of the large amplitude IAWs occur in the ramp when normalized by time, supporting theories on dissipation in low Mach number shocks [13, 14] .
Because of the high probability of occurrence for large amplitude IAWs in the ramp regions, the dependence of wave amplitude ( j E xy j ) on various shock parameters [34] , which are 10 7 times greater than classical estimates. These results are consistent with the theory that wave-particle interactions are important for dissipation at subcritical shocks [13, 14] .
The results of this study are consistent with previous studies suggesting IAW dominance in the ramp regions of shock waves [17] [18] [19] [20] . Previous studies have also addressed questions about the typical solar wind conditions (T e T i ) suggesting temperature gradients and oblique propagation of the waves with respect to the ambient magnetic field improve the conditions necessary for IAW generation [12, 19, 20] . This study has provided the first statistical results on waveforms in IP shock ramps. Also previous studies have not distinguished the relative amplitudes (i.e., large vs small in this study) of wave modes in each region. The separation of TDS samples (by region and amplitude) illuminated an apparent amplitude dependence on shock strength, M f , and region of occurrence. Although this study has provided new insights into the microphysics of IP shocks, further investigation is needed to gain a more fundamental understanding of wave phenomena and dissipation at IP shocks. Future studies will examine particle distributions for evidence of ion reflection and beam features. 
